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We all know what a
capitalist is. What is a
Servant Capitalist and

who do they serve?



Marketplace
Ministry

Servant Capitalism Is



Driven by Faith, Purpose, Freedom
and the Kingdom of God

Co-Creating For

The Kingdom

Kingdom
Investors

Kingdom
Founders



Servant Capitalism is a marketplace ministry which empowers
entrepreneurs and investors to discover the narrow path that
God has ordained for each individual through the agency of His
Holy Spirit, in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ of Nazareth.

Servant Capitalism embraces the Christian worldview that one
who is born again has become regenerate, and has started the
journey of sanctification whereby the individual has an
opportunity to grow in both purity and power into a vessel fit
for the Master’s use.

Servant Capitalism is very different from conventional venture
capital, or investment banking where there is a secular focus
on financial return. Servant Capitalism is first and foremost
focused on Kingdom impact, both direct and indirect.

As a cultural norm, Servant Capitalists hold the optimistic view
that everyone has something to bring to the table and that
none are beyond redemption. This does not mean to be willfully
naive, but rather to empower a better path for each individual.

The idea of Servant Capitalism was born in the rising tide of
dysfunction from decades of rigged and weaponized capitalism.
We believe that a God-breathed paradigm is emerging that
emphasizes abundance through co-creation and capital
efficiency. 

Servant Capitalists believe that the world’s challenges are
surmountable. God remains on the throne, working through His
saints. When we glorify Him, we are blessed to see the
evidence of His handiwork, including manifestation of
providence and miracles.



Are You Ready?
For such a time as this, Kingdom investors are working

with Kingdom entrepreneurs to empower Kingdom

ventures for the glory of the Lord.

His Kairos Has Arrived



The Kingdom Ecosystem For
Servant Capitalists

We are Servant Capitalists, a community of Kingdom Entrepreneurs

and Investors co-laboring to create a thriving Kingdom economy.

engage@kingdomventures.com | www.KingdomVentures.com


